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GOALS: The book and installation are sociologically motivated projects — in that the
underlying concept is to create art that involves the viewer and encourages balancing the
many inevitable serious aspects of adult life with levity and playfulness. METHODS The
Installation environment was created in the Caller) of Visual Art from three 4 x4' chalk
board panels, a human-sized boardgame, printed works by Mergatriod Fargaloop (a fiction
al friend of the artist), 4 ’ x6’ unfinished artwork that invites viewer participation, 4' x 4 ’
screenprints, an original boardgame called Squabble, suspended eatables for viewer con
sumption, the Not Counting Sheep book project, and a manual typewriter set up for gallery
participants to create sonnets. Also included in the exhibition opening event: live music and
modem dancers who responded to audience interaction with proscribed movements.The
book project (full name: NOT C O U N TIN G SHEEP — An Illustrated Short Story for
Immature Adults), is a fictional story based loosely on earlier adventures with my brother
John Slobod. The artwork is created from collage and a range of typography, painting,
printmaking and drawing styles. Each page has a unique visual treatment. RESULTS
During the exhibition, the chalkboard panels and the viewer participation artwork were
filled to the brim, and the sonnet-making typewriter turned out 8 pages of writing by
gallery participants. The gallery was very well attended. The performers received a very
enthusiastic and participatory reception from the audience. Here is a written statement from
a gallery participant: “karinski oslobod the third, i just wanted to tell you how much i loved
your show, it truly was an experience like no other, i walked in and could barely hold a con
versation because i was exploring with joy. i kind of felt like a baby who has focused on a
shape for the first time, a strange comparison." CONCLUSIONS M y goal was to create an
expansive experience for gallery goers. Not everyone participated in the activities, but
many did explore, play, interact, and stretch the boundaries of typical behavior within the
exhibition framework. It was gratifying to see so many people dive in and use the exhibi
tion as it was intended.
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t h e s i s
by karen slobod

The motivation has always been sociological.
I've always been interested in art, psychology, and architecture. As a kid, I vividly
remember driving to the market in the San Fernando Valley with my mother, past an
expanse of parking lots, power wires, cement brick walls and various suburban outfitting
and thinking “Hm m m ...this is depressing ... are other people aware that this is depress
ing? A c k i!" It seemed clear to me even as a child that the surroundings people created
fo r themselves could subtlety wear them down, or nourish them.

For as early as I can remember I have also had another concept in my head: an image of
a world where folks didn't fuss w ith each other so much as we do here on planet Earth
— and instead were basically reasonable — interacting from a sense connectedness.
Although in general, my world outlook has a lot to do with my experiences during early
fam ily life, I almost feel like I was born with this alternate picture, and it has existed in my
mind as a kind of guiding vision of what human existence could be. Maybe we all have
this secret vision — I just realized I've never asked anyone. The effect on me has been to
try to get us back to that place. I've thought long and hard about what I could contribute to
our world that might help. So you ask "What does becoming the creator o f an idiosyncratic
art/book project have to do with helping the world?'’ I guess I will find out. Maybe I am
only healing myself. I think generally if people do what brings them joy and peace it's a
good thing, so I trust this activity. It feels right. It's so deliciously free! It let's me express so
much of myself that it makes me thankful, which I think is always a good sign!

The gist of what I hope will be my artistic contribution to ‘world betterness' through my
book project is: first, sharing a feeling of comfort and fun that is derived from my family's
sense of humor, and second, creating work that is an open invitation to live with a bit
more freedom and playfulness, (both the book and installation demonstrate these through
example), plus a few observations that have helped me, which are incorporated as well.

Here is where the sociology part comes in: the concept of fun is actually a very serious
topic for me. I think adults often inhabit lives filled w ith varying degrees of structured
responsibility and not a lot of opportunity fo r playfulness. But if they did — if we could
make up some new games so-tospeak — I believe it would contribute
positively to the peacefulness and
well-being of our society. So my the
sis work is a direct attem pt to create
new arenas fo r grown people to be
playful — in the form of a book and
an interactive gallery installation.

thesis ochibition

The book is called NOT COUNTING
SHEEP — An Illustrated Short
Story for Im m ature A dults. SHEEP
combines collage and a range of
typography, painting, printmaking and
drawing styles in a way that can be
described as the giddy sensibility of
Terry Gilliam's collage-based anima
tion meeting the printmaking of
Robert Rauschenberg. My interest in
using the published book form at is, in
t

t& r

part, to reach outside of the gallery
w orld and share aspects of fine art
w ith folks who may never venture
into the cloistered exhibition
environment. (I hope too, that when
inexperienced viewers come to the
gallery, they find the work accessible.)
Some of the humor in the writing
comes from my experience growing

;f

up in a family where the communication
style is based on pun-upmanship.

It is unusual to create books for adults
that include full page illustrations. My
hope is that the eclectic form at (which
also includes a music cd of songs in
the story) will convey a gleefully free,
expansive reality, while using language
and storytelling as a license to play
with genres and the further hybridiza
tion of design and fine art media. I also
hope that like other whimsical and
gregarious performances and story
telling, the book will serve as a
reminder to people to balance the
many inevitable serious aspects of life
with a bit of levity. The title comes
from the Irving Berlin song ‘Counting
your Blessings. '

The thesis exhibition at the University
of Montana's Gallery of Visual Art
included large prints of my book
project surrounded by a group of
interactive installation pieces related to
the book that encourage gallery-goers
to play and participate with the art.

installation materials

The installation included a human
sized board game that viewers are automatically a part of, which leads them around the
gallery space and encourages all kinds of ungallery-like behavior, works by Mergatroid
3.

Fargaloop (a fictional friend of
the artist), a large unfinished
artw ork and supplies invite
viewers to participate, giant
screenprints that also exist as
part of the artwork in the
book, large graphics from the

i

book on the walls, funny
shoes fo r folks to put on to do
the giant game-board walking,
a matchmaking chalkboard.
squaoble table

and window reveal

Q

you know )-ou want to
qalifry goer
^rtictpatory art
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not couniino sheep
booK pagei"

start of floor game
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note:
there are also
large graphics,
a quote from the book
and a repeat silkscreer image
on the walls
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an original board game called
Squabble that is set-up to be played
by gallery-goers, plus more surprises —
flying bagels, a sonnet-making type
writer, things that tickkkkkle you ....

The Matchmaking Chalkboard was
made of the fine combination of white
plaster, black chalkboard paint with an
matchmaking chalkboard

undertone of turquoise, and rubbed-in
chalk dust. Viewers were asked to put
down a wish (if they want) making the
surface a changing expression of
heart's desires. (Note: by the end of
the exhibit the board was packed with
messages and drawings. It included
a request for baby names, flirtations,
messages to the universe/god, and
observances.)

Visuals and quotes from the book
NOT COUNTING SHEEP appeared
among the games and other elements
of the installation. For example, doodle
images from the story combine in new
configurations on the playing cards and
Squabble box. Sayings from the book
appeared in the floor game squares —
think Candyland but with squares that
say things like "oxygen is underrated"
or "Don't take us to your leader. Take us
to dinner, dancing and the theaterl"

5.

The Floor Game quotas also related to the
installation pieces. The instructions: "Buy a
v o w e r and "Shakespearean couplets
(rhymes) needed. Any sort w ill do — even
cheated. Perfection should not be heeded.
Type yours here roo." appear in the type
writer area and encourage gallery-goers to
&

i

know that this is not a typically pristine 'lo o k
but don't touch" qaWery environment, but
instead, a place to interact with.

»

(Note: by the conclusion of the week-long

î

exhibit eight pages were filled. Here are a
few quotes "AH work and no play. / thought /
understood - what did you say?" "Ok, now

i
t

I
I
I

the time has come to start a new story ...w e
w ill become silhouettes with our bodies. " 7
am part o f art now ." "Fargafoup cantaloup
can't elope honeydew honey do. " 'This art is
very cool and it makes you feel weird oso
like it an J is. ")

The exhibition opening included live music
and dance performance. The opening

I

I

evening was the realization of my vision, and
fo r me it was a joy. The combination of the
fully integrated play-space for adults (and
kids) with the dance and music performances
was really sublime. Two of Missoula's top
dancers collaborated with me to use the
environmental installation and audience

I

interaction as a taking-off point for dance
improvisation. The musicians followed the

dancer's movements with synchronistic
crescendos and stylish jazz-based support.
At times it seemed as though the audience,
dancers and musicians were all sharing the
focus of the moment together — as as my
brother the bassist would say we were "in
the groove"

The reason that this was so moving to me
connects to my reference sociology at the
beginning of this writing — I am seeking to
create environments and situations that
allow for joyful connection between people.
Ifs my vision of how we can all be together.

I also know that the quirky environment
that I created will certainly not speak
to everyone or feel com fortable to
everyone. My belief is that there are
actually infinite possibilities for creating
experiences that have a healing effect in
society, and different styles will speak to
different people. I do think the world needs
more gentleness, play and social opportuni
ties to allow the individualistic aspects of
ourselves to be expressed and received
with safe acceptance.

My interest in play and my conviction that
it is part of the 'healing' equation is based
on a background of training in humanistic
psychology and a very influential book in
my life: Dibs in Search o f Self by Virginia M

Axline. Psychologist Virginia Axline is a
pioneer in Play Therapy. The book
chronicles the transition as Axline helps
a very withdrawn, indecipherable five

(Preview)
thouQhl

year old boy, named Dibs, who school

News

officials perceive as retarded, by provid
ing a safe space, non-judgmental atten
tion, and opportunities for self-expres
sion through playing. The process allows
for the natural healing inclination to relive
past wounding experiences, and let them
go. Dibs emerges as a wonderful person
who might never have revealed himself
to the world without the special environ
ment Ms. Axline created. This book,
4 , t 'W

which I read when I was sixteen, had a
profound impact on how I view the world
and what I believe might help us live
cooperatively together.

So the intention behind both the NOT
COUNTING SHEEP exhibit and book
project has been to create an experience
where people feel like they are entering
into a kind hearted, happily surprising,
unique little world — one that by it's
surrourxJings says “Fee! free and easy
here" — you know, the place that's
safe and rational and playful, and good
from the top: the floor game, the interac

to look at that I told you about at the

tive canvas — where everyone is invited to

beginning. I created this small, sweet

join in the making of art, the fortune card

world obviously for myself and for the

wall — which reveals truth and humor.

tender self In everyone.

8.

how this idea relates to contemporary art: kindred creative spirits

The concept of using visual art as an outreach tool — to affect and heal the larger
com m unity through its potential to surprise, wake up, intrigue, and encapsulate ideas —
is relevant to one of the most vibrant directions fine art is now taking through the emer
gence of Street Art. This new art is very attractive to me because the sociological orienta
tion. Street artists use rundown cityscapes to create imagery that speaks directly to city
inhabitants — this directness and the underlying socio-political

banksy

motivation shares a relationship to my book and installation art.

IN

#

^4

r

Many street artists (Barry Mcgee, Robbie Conal, Banksy to name
three of the most well-known creators) describe their work as
being motivated by a desire to create awareness of social issues,
and to instigate social change.

Street Art springs from an amalgam of American subcultures and
youth activities over the past twenty years. The minute I first saw
it I thought "Geez, in hindsight ! should have known this was
c o m ing !" because it's been in our peripheral view all along — in
the form of underground music, sports, tattoo art, gang culture,
and the effects on our society of a widening gap between upper
and lower economic classes. This new art is a groundswell of
irreverent and disenfranchised voices from artists who have side
stepped the mainstream gallery scene by using a do-it-yourself
strategy to take art directly to the people. And their forthrightness
makes the difference. It makes the work charged. It is also a devel
opment that leads away from the artist self-absorption of the last
two decades and toward community. With its vibrancy based in

t

disobedient, political, street and alternative cultures, not above or
separated from the harshness of inner city life, but in entrenched,
personal reaction to it, this art is essentially the enlightened visual
parallel to hip-hop music.
9.
My first glimpse of Street Art was in late 1990s Los Angeles, in
the form of small, arty, idiosyncratic graffiti stencils mysteriously

cropping up like a secret code on urban surfaces. Then, this year, one of my 123 students
showed me a book surveying eight stencil artists whose work reached amazing levels of
complexity, often including strong sociological commentary about the urban landscape in
which the art appeared. There were beautifully rendered images of african refugees haunt
ing european alleyways, man-angels floating on walls where real-life homeless people
retreated, idiosyncratic stencil icons, and ghostly images of people appearing on city walls
like a faces on a shroud.

A -

I must admit I liked the rebelliousness of it. These were
quiet revolutionaries spreading a bit of color, artistry and

bfxay to
p o lic e
!■

tW

comment into often desolate city environs. And the work
had heart, in that it was likely talking more directly to
more people than so much of today's elite gallery arena.

banksy

Wanting to know more, I typed Street A rt into my
computer — and then had a bit of a shock — as I realized
I was late getting to the game. There is a great interna
tional internet presence, a kind of cyber-subculture of
street art. It is analyzed, archived, and celebrated, with
websites cataloging the movement of underground art
anti-heroes, styles, and hubs of activity. Some urban
cities have served as mini-epicenters, radiating out the
aesthetics of the street. Barcelona, Tokyo, San Francisco,
Vienna, Edinburgh, and Los Angeles are among them.
The evolution continues, appearing in new guises and
forthrightness, like the political freeway overpass art
following George Bush's election and decision to attack
Iraq.’ All of this global art activity is especially wonderful
to me because I feel that there is a very truthful place that

robbie conal political posters

much of it springs from — a relevance. Unlike art created
for gallery sale, anonymous artists create free from the
temptation to make work that attracts buyers. And with
Street Art I like the bigger sociological scope of it; talking
to more people — there's more of an V S ' involved.

iiUticalfwy overpast
10.

After my explorations on the internet I traveled to San
Francisco and Los Angeles and found that Street Art
had entered the mainstream of world of galleries and
museums. In San Francisco the Yerba Buena Center for
the Arts had hosted several exhibitions of Street Art.
One big, hot show. B eautiful Losers,^ was guest curated
by Christian Strike and Aaron
Rose, whose alternative art

free basin skate bowl
L

space Alleged Gallery became
a catalyst for the inclusion
of hybrid and 'low art' in
Manhattan in the 1990s.
Rose says the Beautiful Losers artwork, (which included instal
lations, paintings, sculptures, photography, film, video, clothing
and product designs) originated from a do-it-yourself street
ethos where "there are few rules and anything is possible."
Across from The Yerba Buena Cultural Center, Gallery One
put together a complementary exhibit to Beautiful Losers
with a fully functional installation Free Basin^, which com
bined aspects of architecture, performance art, sport and
sculpture in the form of a gorgeous kidney-shaped, sculpted
wood, indoor skate bowl.

The eclectic, inclusive approach of both these installations
was very appealing to me — skaters and audience become
part of the artwork, everyone is an insider, a participant. The
artwork is really for the visitors. I tried to do something similar
with my thesis installation.

I

To me, this new art looks to be a natural progression from
Postmodernism, and a synthesis of many currently energized
areas in popular and underground culture. A number of the
street artists have an interest in social issues. There is an
11

honesty in their social observations and commentary that I appreciate. This is a collection
of people who, fo r the most part, grew up with a firsthand understanding of the dichoto
my of inner city crime and poverty in the land of plenty — with 1980s televised images
of wealth serving as a backdrop. They were, from the start, m edia-saw y outsiders, and
so easily adopted underground and pop culture visual
vocabulary. By not identifying with the mainstream, they
have used cityscapes as canvas, circumventing the tradi
tional gallery forum , and in the process they have found a
way to speak directly to the community.

With Street Art it is easy to trace some of the street culture
and 'low art' influences. The fact that much of the hip-hop
visual style is ‘s tolen' or referential art, is in keeping with the
disobedient, rebellious, philosophy of the artists and what
k MniAX DorcKarr.

they are talking about. For example, the arrival of graffiti with
Mexican gang tagging in the 1960s, has certainly influenced
this group. Shepard Fairey, (who along with Keith Haring are
both part of the Yerba Buena exhibit) has become infamous
for his graffiti poster art of the Obey icon logo." This 'low
a/t'-speaking-to-the-people maxim feels familiar to me
because I want to do a similar thing with NOT COUNTING
SHEER The book is a mix of high and low art in that it is

page from aHumument

meant to be commercially sold and yet the sensibility of

the art and the format is fine art based — meaning the project is a highly idiosyncratic,
rule-braking, labor of love.

The im print of animation and comics is also very evident in Street Art. The Yerba Buena
exhibit curators cite R. Crum and the advent of the serial novel and underground comix
as a key precursor to some of the new art — with street artist Neck Face an obvious
beneficiary. The San Francisco Bay Guardian describes Neck Face's work (whose logo
art appears entertainingly all over New York and the Bay Area) as a conglomeration of
sketchy "sharp-toothed phallic monsters, notebook doodles and mini-Snickers bars and
Pixy S tix/^ I love the humorousness. While I feel a kinship to the humor, heart, wisdom
12.

and complete non-pretentiousness of story-telling comics, I don't think of my illustrated
story as a related to the graphic novel genre, which evolved from comic art. I am more
inspired by children's books and other idiosyn
cratic storytelling like the one-of-a-kind 1980
insanely amazing 'A H um um ent' by Tom
Phillips,^ (which reworks the Victorian novel 'A
Human D ocum enf by drawing and painting

FCATIN ;

over the entire original text to highlight certain
words — that then tell another story), the gentle,
illustrated tale 'The Night before Christmas'^
the sappy but interesting illustrated book for
adults 'G riffin and Sabine’^ and the free-for-all

griffin and sabine

spirit of M onty Python's Flying Circus. I differ
entiate my project from graphic novels too
because the traits of a violent and/or hardedged masculine view point that are associated
with some of the most famous graphic comic
art, like Art Spiegelman's Maus,^ Chris Ware's
Jim m y Corrigan, the Smartest Kid on Earth,''^
and The Sandman by Neil Gaiman" do not
bare a resemblance to my book project.

the python ... terry gilliam

When I see dramatized, caricatured or real televised violence, I always find myself w on
dering what the cultural attraction is? (Boxing, for example is a completely sad and dull
activity.) My story's underpinnings — the almost non-existent arc of the narrative,
the slapstick foolishness, the language created from a mix of subculture vernaculars and
(I hope) comically interposing upper-crust-isms — are in someways a response to all the
violent craziness of our patriarchal history and tastes. The form at of the story arises from
a conscious decision to abandon some writing conventions. With NOT COUNTING SHEEP,
I am attempting by example to make a case for a more female approach to life: less linear,
more intuitive, more playful. I am using non-convention to model a way of living where
the absence of offense/defense, linear, and inflexible thinking does not make the
described world unsafe, but instead, liberating.
13

This is not to say that there aren't men out there
already who are working in a quasi- fem inist mode.
There is a particular bloke who incorporates both a
comic book edge, a skate/street sensibility and the mix
of playful high/low art with an inventive approach to
getting his art out to "The Peop/e" that I am inspired
by: Tim Biskup^^ makes fine art games, books, skate
board art, and creature-toys. They are all highly
idiosyncratic creations. He sells them on-line, at his
gallery space "BISPOP", and through exhibitions.
His m ini-gallery is located in the back of a motorcycle-afficionado retail store — another example of
the fun of juxtaposing two fascinating, but quite
different cultural entities together. More hybrid,

an example of ‘art toys’
-4

^

un-categorizable art! I'd like to think these kind of
marriages are just the beginning — art-wise.

Have you noticed that the hybridizing or coupling
of known entities is the alchemy of today? There is
energy, cultural fascination, and possibility in these
kinds of new pairings. I believe this fo r tw o reasons:
one, recent technology enables us to easily make
new com binations, and two, because we are using
the process to study where we've been and where
we are going. Fashion, the visual arts, theater and
music are now created from the blending of previ
ous styles and genres. The same goes for sports,
science, industry etc. We have camera phones, para
chute surfers, cars powered by soybean oil and bat
teries, Puerto Rican hip-hoppers looping Techno,
South Central teens into Anime, Dug boots with tank
tops, genetically orchestrated square tomatoes, street
stencil art appearing on a street in Lima — seen in
14 .
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biskup’s gallery
Amsterdam w ithin minutes, ... just wait until the hologram technology proliferates,
and you can have a virtual reality right in the physical reality of your living room!
The world is becoming more powerfully driven by the imagination, and less by our
connection to the physical world. Simultaneously, we are dearly in need of balance
between the use of technology and resources with the natural systems that support
our physical existence. Talk about a juxtaposition! What will happen to us? We've
got some very interesting new tools and few rules.

It's exciting and it's dangerous. Art is a safe place to explore the possibilities of new
technology and hybrid forms. Some fine art photographic manipulators and installa
tion artists are offering us glimpses into past, future, and potential worlds. My work
contains an overview of a number of the marvelous natural world and cultural rich
es that now exist on the planet. They are recounted in the Wombat Song, which
includes lines like "The the ocean's surf is casting bubbly patterns — while on a
15.

street somewhere they are lighting colored lanterns. A nd for sure there are lots o f
people hugging — not to m ention kids out in the tw ilig h t that are ladybuggin. / bet
the num ber o f people loving m ight swell, if they knew in another place someone
was wishing them well. A nd everybody everywhere

—

is wishing in their own way, for the w orld to be it's

m

best som eday."

u

m

In my case, the hybrid form not only makes it easy to
review and envision our w o rld , it underscores my
intention to communicate w hy "It's good to be here" by
allowing me demonstrate a playful approach to life. In the
book I hybridize traditional fine art media in the computer,
mixing language and form at to play with genre. I actually
haven't seen other artists doing exactly what I am doing, but I have seen similar creative
philosophies animating new work. Biskup is one of many artists on the West Coast now
making toys and playthings that stretch the definition of fine art.

I recognize commonalities in Biskup's comments about his work. "I don't think that lo w 
brow or pop surrealism (or whatever you wanna call it) is going to "take o ve r" the con
tem porary art world, as much as it is going to continue to grow on it's own 8 eventually
explode into genera! consciousness ... fhjnk rock helped me to understand that / did not
have to follow rules ... Toys are ju s t another form o f expression. If they are ju s t a piece of
plastic for a kid to play with, o r ... socio-political satire, it doesn't matter. If it's good, it's
good. If it sucks it sucks. "

Biskup's work and his statements bring up the old question concerning an expanded defi
nition about what fine art is. Is his work in the form of toys, books etc., a new pluralism
or commercialism? In the 21st century are the fine arts and commercial arts exchanging
DNA? My own definition regarding the separation between fine art and commercial art is
not concerned with what the art is made out of, or where it's seen — but instead — the
approach to making It. As a person who has made a lot of commercial art, I can tell you
the difference I experience Is that the fine art process is open-ended, curiosity driven, and
feels wide-open-wonderful — compared to working on a client-initiated and directed
16.

project. With commercial work it is as if a cap is put on many possibilities, and the end
product is pre determined to a large extent. And conversely, if you look at some "fine
art," you could say that it was actually created more in the spirit of commercial art-mak
ing. (I'm thinking of some church iconography as well as painters like Gainsborough, who
seem to me to be painting with a very specific clientele in mind.)

Some designers, to my mind, create fine art. They operate with the cap off — from a place
of deep curiosity and experimentation. Architects like Le Corbusier and Van de Rohe, as well
as designers Charles and Rae Eames — people who almost eat up life — they see the w orld
as a non-static place for creative possibility. They inspire me not to 'try to make a master
piece' but instead, to have a discourse with the world — to talk to the inanimate objects, the
plants, the surfaces, the people and animals by entering into creative projects with them. I
draw inspiration from the Bauhaus's egalitarian mix of art, craft and design; Le Corbusier's
movement to create improved living conditions and a better society through housing
concepts; post-war community-visionaries like Neutra, and Saarinen who all designed
Case Study Houses with the intention of making architecture that serves the greater good
(useful and communal); Charles and Rae Eames who demonstrated so beautifully a fluid
approach to creativity: they made houses, films, toys, furniture, fabric and more — their
example gave me permission to view the world as an open canvas — ready for exploration.
_______________ This is the lineage of
ig

design-as-a-sociologicaltool that has allowed me to
imagine other art/design
possibilities like a gallery of
p/ay and create items.

I take inspiration from these
groundbreakers, as well as
from contemporary design
ers such as to the Debra
Sussman, whose work on

m

the 1984 Olympics briefly

i

I slobod exhibition screenprints
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infused the western world

with a color pallet that some of us will always associate with the 1980s, gave me the
functional idea that I could create an environment from large printed pieces of art.

Along with these eminent designers, my discovery of the work of David Carson’^ created
a turning point in my understanding of how much freedom of expression in printed media
and fine art was possible. Carson started creating layouts for skateboard and surfing maga
zines in the early 1980's without regard to the separation between fine art and design. He

MIERE ISStt

nv

is a key figure for me because through
his at-times-illegible-but-gorgeous com 
positions I realized that I had accepted
without question design standards
that actually could be thrown out the

cartfet

window. I understood that in fact the
world of flat print and bookmaking was

m hta

wide open. David Carson's motto for
a n n o Dom ini
•t Ar« ê

creating is "no rules") he is a goundbreaker not only for the print world but
also a segment of the Street Art scene —

for some street creators, their original art was board-riding. The explosion of the surf,
snow and skateboard aesthetic can be traced to Carson and has in turn influenced youth
and alternative subcultures. From Carson's motto I've arrived at a guiding idea for myself
— I keep finding a delight in the idea that art-express ion-wise 'the w orld is my oyster'
— I can do anything I want from furry furniture to books that like I've never seen before.

I share an interest with many street artists, some of the best graphic/comic story-tellers,
and Carson and Biskup regarding the political and sociological uses of art. It seems no
coincidence that out of punk, hip-hop sampling of musical phrases to create a collage
music from absconded material, and the accessibility of images though the computer,
a kind of Street Art aesthetic and thief ethos has arisen, sparking artists' re-use of con
tem porary commercial imagery to talk about contemporary life. And to paraphrase the
progressive slogan personal a rt is p o lftic a l art. For example, a key factor in the vitality
of Street Art is that like hip-hop, this art gives voice to the traditionally voiceless. This
dynamic has made the street a stage for sophisticated works of political commentary and
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broadened the definition of guerrilla art. Street Art commentary takes many forms including
Brian Donnelly (aka KAWS)/* who is a sort of street art vigilante: he manipulates tele
phone booth and bus-stop posters with
subtle ad-busting

beyond the street
The Tim Biskup and the skate/Street Art
activity I saw points to a kind of new pop
ulist art, using innovation, a beyond-therules philosophy, and the momentum of
youth, underground and popular culture
to talk to and create a larger community.
The fascinating thing about this scene is
that the cross-pollination between each
area has created a dynamic force. When

ad-busting

alternative galleries, fashion, publications,
websites, record labels, and athletics

borrow and double-use the art, it creates a louder statement, and a more cohesive
subculture — which is, in turn, revered and adopted by mainstream. I imagine in the
future some of this generation's working philosophy, like the do-it-yourself ethic, will
translate into new web-based activity. It wouldn't surprise me to see the street renegade
attitude coupled with i n t e r n e t-based platforms for independently made short films,
because filmmaking can be a low-budget affair now as it is within the reach of anyone
with a camcorder and an iMac.

Stephen Powers is a fascinating example of the unusual, circuitous and sublime directions
many of the hip-hop artists have taken. His eclectic, multi-tasking approach to creativity is
an inspiration to me and my book/game/installation style of creating. He first published
On the Go skate magazine in New York, then created an idiosyncratic presence on the city
streets with his large graffiti ESPO logos, and is currently renovating parts of Coney Island
with The Dreamland Artist Clubhouse’® (a social club, salon, and functioning sign shop).
He is also helping to embolden an intrepid avant-garde street art community with a web
site called Creative Time,’® which encourages new enterprises with rewards of art by the
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likes of Lawrence Weiner and Sol LeWitt. A little bit

BAKERY

more on his street tag moniker ESPO — it stands for
Exterior Surface Painting Outreach. Powers refers to
his type of neo-graffiti as com m unity service; his
method is to choose a highly visible city surface,
arrive in a white jum psuit and 'professionally repaint'
the area. Do you not find this man fascinating?!

Stephen powers / espo
Powers is also a great example of using new media
technology to create com m unity in connection with

EATIVETiME

his art. This generation of creators has taken to heart
new technology's message that what you imagine

EVERYBODY

you can create. Tradition-based restrictions to fine art
and artists don't apply in cyberspace. This new art
sharing method, in a sense, bypasses the role of the
gallery and museum. Folks are stepping out onto the

Stephen powers / espo

lunar landscape, bouncing around in the gravityless atmosphere and determining that
earlier limits about location, expression and creativity are moot. Everything is game. In
this rarified air, the separation between the fine arts and other forms of visual expression
has evaporated.

The new art also reflects the new mix of technology (digital media) and traditional art and
the dynamic force they are creating together. Quick-paced internet cultural exchange
anticipates the possibility for more fine art hybrid's like NOT COUNTING SHEEP-type
books. With my book project I am using the computer as an interface between fine art
media in a way that wouldn't have been possible even five years ago. The idea of more
unique, highly creative, internet-based projects seems likely because the new technology
now makes creation and on-line distribution of one-of-a-kind projects accessible. This is
part of the populist promise of the internet heralded by enthusiasts since its inception. In
Borderline Artists, Cultural W orkers, and the Crisis in Democracy'^ art theorist Henry
Giroux argues that in a healthy society new movements and the power for social change
originate from the bottom, not the top echelons of the population. The internet has meant
that once small, disparate, creative groups can now join electronically to form a new wave
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of activity. Idiosyncrasy is made more pow erful. My interest is in the evolution of
positive uses fo r new media. Like the role radio played during the war years, technol
ogy and some of the new arts can be a used to a create a warm sense of connection
to com m unity that serves society like a large-scale
gathering place and hearth.

I know it’s ironic to speak of creating connection
and kindness by blending traditional art with tech
nology because the unfolding virtual world speaks
to the life of the mind, and is associated with
stereotype images of a cold 'space-age' atm os
phere. But, in a time in human history perhaps
especially plagued with social impersonalness and
disconnection, the internet and new media also offer possibilities fo r encouraging both
diversity and unity in larger society, as well as presenting to us a daily rem inder of the
power and possibility of our thoughts — the com puter after all, is ultim ately a
machine m etaphor fo r our own imagination.

So: no rules/open-ended m edia/participation/kid-inside-adult/com m unity building art.
This is the terrain I am exploring. In a way, the arts have always provided a cultural
structure, or bridge fo r adults to access the wide-open imaginative world so available
to us when we were children. The book and exhibition are really a type of extended
public service announcem ent — an invitation to an im aginative free-for-all: Let's
invent a new game, a new genre, a debate, something unexpected, maybe even a
new way o f being. Okay you go, then I'll go.
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how not caunting sheep relates to contemporary art
In a 2004 issue of the New Yorker, Peter Schjeldahl tellingly describes the lustrous and
canyon-like renovated MOMA as a perfect setting to express contemporary art’s ‘terminal
state of modern idealism, clean out of ideas,... an uncertain but dazzling lig h t... "

In the

March 22/2004 issue he describes the The New Whitney Biennial is ... b e tte r... than anyone
... could have expected, given the exhaustion and incoherence of the past decade and a half
in art.

The current state of fine art summed up as a whole lot of open space, and just as

many questions. In my life, when I get to that point it usually signifies the pause before the
birth of something new. I’ve been curious to see might be appearing on the fine art horizon,
so I trekked through three books: Art Now — 137 Artists at the Rise of the New f\^illennium,^
and A rta tttie Turn of the f^illennium^', (also 137 artists) — both published by Taschen, and
the 2004 Whitney Biennial

(showcasing the work of 107 new artists) I did not find examples

that spoke to me the way Street Art does, but I did see some artists working in more expan
sive, architectural and humorous modes — and to this, I could relate.

what i found:
(Please maintain blasé facial countenance during this announcement. Thank you.) First,
Postmodemism is alive and well! (Remember... calmness.) Second, there is a new offshoot
to installation art that is related to (and could often pass for) playful environmental design.
Whaahooo! (It's okay, apparently these environmental artists don t mind if you get excited.)
This new design uses lots of upbeat bright colors, funny (rather than cynical) presentations, silly
contraptions and useful, but exaggerated furniture and wall pieces assembled together to create
little worlds of their ovm whimsical logic — inviting us to come in and sit down. That this work
calls out to me of course fits, as my installation art could be described in similar terms (I hope!).

First there is Andrea Zittel^, queen of the reimagined airstream. Her wonderful, detailed
mobile home/caravan/experimental living structures and uniform series have some of the
same hypnotizing draw that an elaborate doll house has. Her “mod” and modern environ
ments are playful in their mix of urban kitsch, sci-fi design and modern architectural masterworks. Oh, they’re wonderful! Talking about western culture with the stuff of western culture.
Zittel suggests that these intricate mobile homes are habitable, and perhaps offer an alter
native to conspicuous consumption living through their compact design.
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Jorge Pardo is a charmer.^^ His work gracefully combines natural settings and materials
with Scandinavian-inspired, live-in sculpture in such original combinations that they made
me think “That’s what I've been missing all along!” Cosima Von Bonin® and John Bock'
also entertain with their intriguing interpretations of environment. With tall, whimsical
23.

fabric mushrooms, idiosyncratic
bedroom sets and performance art
Von Bonin uses place to purposely
create opportunities for human
interaction. John Bock's elaborate
South-Park-meets-machine-shop
props form the basis for his ridicu
lous, comic performances. Not to
be confused with the serious and

t
I
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estranged, non-usable installation art that predominates both Taschen books, these cheerful
furniture pieces and places stick out like sore thumbs throughout the pages, and there are a
lot of them — ^0 \n Art Now, for example. Making me wonder 7s it because some of these
artists are obviously coming from the worlds of architecture and design (whose tools and
24.
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language are now being adopted by the fine art world with velocity) that they bring a differ
ent, more playful attitude to the table .... literalty?!" This was the only area of focus in the
Taschen books where artists did not appear to be trying to make the audience feel uncom
fortable. I also found the introduction of commercially-based architecture into the fine art
mix to be encouraging because I hope it indicates an ease in which fine art-based — but
commercial books — like mine, will find acceptance.
Surveying the work of artists from Taschen and the Whitney, the groups broke down a little
differently between the two publishers. As I mentioned, the Taschen books especially show
a huge preponderance — well over half — of installation art. EXPENSIVE installation art.
(As compared with traditional canvas painting, of which I counted only 11 artists in Art
Now.) '‘How are these people paying for this?'’ I kept wondering. It can be assumed that
a lot of the artists represented, either live in Europe (many of them are from Germany
and Holland — underlining the interests and locales of the two editors for Taschen
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[Uta Grosenick and Bürkhard Riemschneider] and are getting some funding there), or — in
the case of the Americans — are either in possession of a trust fund or have a great rep. or
gallery backing them up. Either way, it appears you cannot be a nearly starving artist and
create Postmodern installation art.

now and then
By this time, people who follow art trends recognize a cadre of adjectives and descriptives
that often appear in conjunction with the fine art of the past twenty years wherever it is
displayed and written about. My own personal list from the three books above includes
these terms “alienated, haunted-feeling, futuristic, isolated, referencing other art and
mass culture, techno, obsessive, obliterating identity, disturbing, drama without revealing
emotion, shock value, savvy self-promotion, in-joke, in-crowd, not pretty or comforting, and
purposely blasé.

One might ask “Why this kind of art now?'' I know it's a common assertion that Postmodern
art speaks from a context outside the 'real' or physical world. A world that critic Kate Linker,
commenting on Baudrillard's summation of post-industrial culture, describes as art that
exists "beyond truth, reference and causality, an artificial universe without meaning.” '* I think
it’s almost the opposite. Can artists ever really claim to be that separate from a societal
base? Especially today’s creators — these artists are educated, expert city dwellers. They
don't live in caves or some remote landscape isolated from a larger social context. Instead
they are more like mirrors of the current urban Zeitgeist — reflecting an array of perspec
tives on twenty-first century living, albeit in an cool, streetwise, and sometimes almost mean
communication style.

I believe that we are continuing along a path of evolution in human consciousness and that
this process is illustrated through the contemporary arts of each time period. Since Freud,
two world wars, and the atom bomb, it seems to me that western society has had a special
fascination with prying up and looking under the rock of the human psyche, to study what
dark stuff grows on the underside, or what Jung refers to as the ‘shadow self.' My view is
this activity is part of our growth, and we re only at the beginning of self-comprehension.
We haven’t come close to mastery of our emotions — we are still in the process of acknowl
edging what motivates us, and there’s a lot of denial and rationalization yet to be owned.
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Postmodernists have served this exploration by reflecting our shadow issues back to us —
giving us ‘the dirt. Like Hip Hop’s spewing out the energy of a collectively repressed
reaction to 200 years of voicelessness, Post Mods have brought to light their unacceptable’
emotions and personal secrets, or commented on the larger, insidious dangers creeping
within the darker aspects of our westem social and political systems In the last twenty
years the emphasis has leaned toward the especially off-putting, creepy and secretive
aspects of human experience. My hypothesis is that this focus has merged with the impact
of advertising to create further slick, distanced, and strategically self-promotional art.

The message might be good, the delivery ... ehh
If the art of the last twenty years is in part a visual complaint or attempted dialogue with
society about the fear that we are turning into a Clear Channel, Happy Meal world after all,
is

it

possible to comment effectively on trend, commercialism, and the shocking and

superficial in society, while using those means to communicate? Or is that ultimately, like
uber-commercial artist Madonna, doing no more than rationalizing self-promotional stunts
as public service messages? Are artists confusing joining the other side with protesting
against it? Do they see the difference? Even if many artists today are bringing attention to
what Baudrillard describes as the void at the core of contemporary society, there is still a
bias at work: 7f there ain't suffering, and cynicism it ain't deep. It ain't art. Looking at the
heavyweight western writers of the last century, it’s easy to see how focusing on suffering
and the shocking aspects of life helped correct an earlier cultural affection for romantic
writing, and inculcated a tolerance for more shades of reality. But we have those shades
now. They are part of our vocabulary. And in terms of communication, is the public getting
the Post Mod morse code anyway? It may be that instead what comes across is the style
subterfuge, and an inability to directly connect that gets communicated, which explains the
sad and pessimistic oeuvre in much contemporary art and the general public’s alienation to
It.

Are there not only other means to communicate reflections on ‘the void', but other things

to comment on as well?

For myself, I want to go beyond cynicism to draw attention to what in life works sublimely well.
To comfort, and personal interactions and sensations. I'm interested in asking ourselves "\Nhat
do we want? What positive attributes do we envision for our future?” After looking at the
shadow side of human existence — the Jerry Springer seminar — “Where do we want to go
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from here?"' I'm afraid if we continue to focus on the underside of the rock exclusively, we will
become what we focus on. In my art I’m trying to counterbalance that possibility.

I think we are now on the edge of seeing more of the promise of the pluralism and political
ly conscious aspects of Postmodernism being realized. I’ve found new art that I relate to
outside the gallery gates. On the web, in the streets, in school here. Street artists are doing
beautiful, social commentary. Their communication is clear; their venue is non-commercial.
Folks like Tim Biskup are further broadening the accessibility and outreach potential of fine
art without sacrificing integrity. The local Missoula art scene is encouraging — it often repre
sents a surprising combination of worldliness, playfulness and lack of pretense

I once stood in front of a van Gogh painting with tears in my eyes — I experienced his work
as an act of bravery and friendship. I’m watching out for that indication of friendship in cur
rent fine art. I’m looking to see contemporary art integrate the emotion-based contribution
of earlier pictorial painting with the concept-oriented stance of Postmodernism. I look for
ward to seeing work that talks to you with an openness and intimacy that is like a betweenthe-two-of-us whisper. Art that communicates subtle understandings clearly. And as I create
my own new formats, I’m looking out for changes in the modes of artistic transmission so
that more people can enjoy art. It’s a big shopping list, but the art world is very dynamic
right now. A grand, active, open-option, moveable feast — it’s our oyster!
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